Abstract-Business process simulation plays an important role for enterprise business process re-engineering. This paper proposes a new algorithm to dynamically select a critical path with multiple constraints for enterprise process cooperative scheduling within cooperative business simulation systems. The proposed algorithm is based on Dynamic Programming and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and has been validated through a prototype implementation with case studies.
INTRODUCTION
As a result of advanced network technologies and the rapid development of economic globalization enterprises are facing tremendous pressure when it comes to competing on the world stage. An adaptive information management system is urgently required to enhance productivity, shorten the product development cycle, improve product quality, and that will allow for businesses to make rapid adjustments to deal with a competitive market.
Business process simulation based on dynamic modeling and intelligence diagnosis is the key technology for the coordination of various business processes [1, 2] . By setting up the process model and enacting it in the simulation server, a simulation system can help streamline the business process, deliver tasks and documents among users, and monitor the overall performance of the process [3] .
There are various scheduling algorithms in the simulation engine domain, for example, Tailoring A Measurement Environment [4] , Shark Engine [5] , JBpm engine implementation mechanisms [6] , YAWL engine scheduling mechanism [7] , and Bossa Engine (based PN machine) [8] . In the simulation engine domain, the internal scheduling and implementation mechanisms have their own characteristics. Although the algorithms look similar, their focuses are different. For the development of workflow, finding a suitable and stable mechanism for scheduling and promoting enterprise cooperative work is the key to ensuring the quality of the simulation engine and ultimately the performance of business process simulations.
A favorable critical path is very important for a cooperative process dynamic simulation algorithm, which should be suitable to tackle some fuzzy constraints. Selection of the critical path is a hot topic of a simulation algorithm for a complex simulation system. Meanwhile, the critical path is the core of intelligent analysis and diagnosis. The process path algorithm decides the success or failure of the simulation system development.
In addition to the critical path, there are some paths whose conditions are very close to the critical path, known as the hypo-critical-paths, which are usually watched by the commanding managers at all levels. In process scheduling, particular attention should be paid to the dynamic critical path, because the main-critical-paths and the hypo-critical-paths usually could be transferred during the enterprise process simulation or process enactment [9] . The managers should pay attention to the management of the activities of the hypocritical-paths. Once the working environment and the original plan change, the hypo-critical-path maybe become the maincritical-path. This paper proposes an algorithm to dynamically select a critical path with multi-constraints for a cooperative simulation system. The algorithm proposed is based on Dynamic Programming and AHP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes previous work in related research; Section 3 presents the architecture of process simulation system; Section 4 describes the computing process of the algorithm based on a use case in an application system. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper and proposes our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A critical path with multi-constraints is commonly used in real life. Research on selecting a critical path with multiconstraints has a long history in many fields. It has been well studied in several diverse areas such as monitoring traffic flows, workflow management, decision-making, and AON (Activity on Node) [10] . In these research fields, a critical path measures the similarity degree of two activity networks. However, these researches are mainly focused on finding matches based on the pure short path (such as shortest flux, shortest time) or the geometry perspective without considering the conceptual semantics of the whole net in a knowledge context in real applications.
Suh et al. [11] studied the measurement of the cost constraints of the network measurement model for optimization problems. Without taking into account sampling frequency, circumstances, and the different optimization objectives of the formation of the different measurement models, these optimization problems are NP hard. Shmoys et al. [12] gave an algorithm which can obtain the approximation result with an approximate ratio of 1 1 e . Khuller et al. [13] proposed a greedy strategy to the approximation with an approximate ratio of 1 1 e . However, both algorithms cannot solve the fuzzy weights of some parameters. Chang et al. [14] proposed a critical path algorithm called ICSF, based on the controlling flow structure, according to the model time-constrained workflow model to determine the critical path. H. Pan [15] suggested the AON diagram of the topology gateway key path TCNA algorithm to determine the critical path. However, such a critical path calculating algorithm is not perfectly applicable in a dynamic process scheduling system with fuzzy conditions. Furthermore, those works did not handle cases of weightchanging schedules, which are common in highly competitive business environments.
To the best of our knowledge, no research has been done to measure the dynamic critical path based on a single algorithm for fuzzy conditions.
III. A DYNAMIC CRITICAL PATH SELECTION ALGORITHM
In a business process simulation system, the mechanism of activity scheduling is the key to enterprise business processes cooperative work. In practice, we found that the critical path may change following changing markets in a complex dynamic environment, which we call a dynamic critical path. This section presents an algorithm to find a dynamic critical path under multi-constraints.
The AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) was proposed by Saaty [16] of the United States in 1980, and was used to solve complicated multi-objective decision-making problems. An important feature of the AHP is its ability to integrate expertise to solve fuzzy questions.
A. Definitions
In this subsection some definitions to be used in this paper are given.
, in which, P 0 means business process beginning; n is the sum of the business processes. is the k-th key path of enterprise business processes where activity A ki is included in the Path k , n is the number of activities in the Path k , and k is the number of key paths to be selected, which is a waiting decision-making variable. ; r j is the quantity of resource j.
Definition 6. Ti is the process duration utility which can be generated from the activity flow. OT is the deadline of the order form.
me ime Definition 7. is used to describe the capability of enterprise processes in which all activities are characterized with a product heap utility or the time to input products waiting for handling by subsequent activities defined in a Stream-Like process. The detailed definition can be found in [17] .
Speed B. Proposed Solution
To resolve a multi-objective optimization problem, we can follow three steps as shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, according to Dynamic Programming [18] , we divide all the activities into different phases to get some process parts under some single limit. Secondly, using the improved AHP [16] to choose the result of the first step, we can design an algorithm to get a weight set of candidate critical paths. The third step is to dynamically choose the right critical path in a dynamic environment in order to solve the problem according to the different requests by adjusting the weights. The proposed algorithm is described below in detail.
z Step 1. Dynamic programming pretreatment An optimum critical path must meet the constraints of infrastructure, materials, and time simultaneously.
However, in a complex process activity network, it is too difficult to find a path that satisfies all the constraints. So we use Dynamic Programming to get every sub-target path which is a path satisfying only one constraint.
The
Dynamic Programming goal formula is
, where is an index function which is the measurement to decide from one state to another. Z is a matrix of the candidate paths under the three constraints.
The least infrastructure used paths can be calculated as follows:
The least material consumed paths can be obtained as follows:
The time constraint of the business orders can be calculated using following formula: Z . Those sub-goals divide P into different hierarchies. In this step, we dispose of each subgoal with the following algorithm to determine some candidate critical paths.
The proposed of algorithm model is described as follows:
1) Construct Hierarchical Model:
The top-level layer of the model is the goal layer; the middle is the criteria layer (according to the complexity of the problem, each rule can be divided into several sub-rules); the bottom layer is the candidate-path layer. The model is shown in Figure 2 . 
2) Compute the weights of the rules:
The objective is to compare the c i i=1, … , mof the path j with c i of the path k the importance being to get a comparison matrix (Path ij )nu n. This last step is very important. According to the scheduler situation, we give a proposal to define the weights. 
where is eigenvalue.
n When the determination matrix is completely consistent,
Step 3. Critical path selection In Step 2, we should get Path which includes the candidate critical path of the processes. In this step, we should optimize the paths according to the six process flows to evaluate the simulation and to evaluate the business processes we defined [17] . In this system, the optimum is dynamic following the change of environment, which is shown as follows: Then we can choose one as the critical path. In the simulation system, the arithmetic supports the dynamic critical path of the complex processes. In a real business environment, it is very important that the process of reasonable planning, and diagnosis of the selection process supports multiple goals.
The number of feasible paths for the entire workflow can be calculated as fellows:
According to the real situation changing and new requirements, the weights change back to Step 2 as a feedback, and is re-calculated.
IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDY
In this case study, we use the process simulation and flowanalysis technology to get different kinds of data, such as activities the AON network, resource efficiency, process cost, and cost flow information scheduled by three-level combined scheduling strategies. Before the process simulation, we need to define the coordination rules. In the AON network, the nod A i is an activity i including the beginning and the end of the activity, as shown in Figure 3 . The activity diagram is described in [17] . A network of tasks is set up to show the dependent sequence of activities within a project. The critical path method can be applied to a network to answer the most common question asked by project managers. In Figure 3 , (A 12 , A 23 ) (3, 1, 5) indicates that from Activity A 12 to Activity A 23 , there are three constraints, the values of the three constraints, are respectively 3, 1, and 5. Table  [ 19], we define the criteria weights.
Taking the weight of time as an example, a weight w j of the corresponding elements of Z 1 and Z 2 on the time is computed as:
, where t 1j and t 2j are the time of the corresponding elements of Z 1 and Z 2 . Then weight w j is the result of the value of the mapping t into Saaty's Nine Class Degree Table [19] . In this case, we compare the time criteria (C 1 ) of Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 , relative to the A 23 , which is shown as in Table . The Eigenvector of the determination matrix is computed by the approximation algorithm [19] . The result is showed in Table .   TABLE II 
Through the testing using the rule of the consistency method [20] , the weight vector w 1 can be used to compare to the three candidate paths, relative to the time constraint.
Using the same method, we can get the weighting vector of three candidate paths, being relative to the other two factors, as shown in Table . Then, we can calculate the weight vector of the threecriteria set in relation to the final goal, and as follows:
Lastly, sorting the candidates is used to select an activity as a point of the critical path. 
According to the sorting results, A nj is the optimal choice in terms of the overall objective. Using the same procedures, we can get the critical path. In the above case, the optimum critical path is shown as follows. If the simulation environment changes at the last step, weight W is conveniently changed to satisfy the requirements of the actual application. For example, if the importance of the time criteria declines in some application environment, the only thing that needs to be done is to adjust the value of the relevant time of ithe overall-goal weight matrix. Thereby, the corresponding W value of time is changed. This will satisfy the system requirements in the new environment. There is no need to change the other structures of the algorithm. The results show the proposed algorithm has good dynamic adaptability.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK This paper proposes a new approach to select a critical path in a business process simulation towards process performance management, which supports enterprise business reengineering and enterprise process flow analysis and prediction [21] . The main contributions of this paper include a new algorithm for choosing a critical path and a sub-algorithm of fuzzy criteria weight designed to compare the same criteria in different paths.
The proposed algorithm guarantees a satisfactory scheduling result of a coordination system that can be suited to the conditions of the process of multi-constrained dynamic simulation.
Our future work is to address the effectiveness of the close loop activities of the process and the different weights of the algorithm used in different domains. As the algorithm does not take into account the division of the granularity of the activities, we will extend the implementation effectiveness of the granularity for accuracy in a large system, based on our algorithm.
